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the only survivor of a airplane crash, Megan is by myself on a abandoned island within the
Bahamas until eventually she unearths a nearly-drowned guy washed up on shore. one other
survivor, this time from a ship wreck. With in simple terms meager survival abilities among them,
will they live on and will they locate love?
those characters are nice and the way they cross approximately adapting to their problem is a
minor lesson in What to Do if you’re Ever Shipwrecked. Megan is ingenious and, regardless of
her unconscious fears and pain, has a tendency to be very optimistic. She understands they will
be rescued, simply now not when. She doesn’t sit down round and wring her palms yet units
out to survive. A housewife such a lot of her married life, she’s gotten loads of wisdom from
attending periods to fill her time and that holds her in solid stead as she settles into island life.
Seth has his personal talents and his Aussie cockiness offsets Megan’s seriousness, his DownUnder slang lightens every little thing he says. He has his problems, also, yet hides them good
until eventually Megan confronts him. He additionally manages for it slow to manage his allure
to her in the back of his wise-ass façade, yet as soon as it’s unleashed… enjoyed the story,
hated the ending. I felt it was once too abrupt, as though somebody referred to as out, “Okay,
time to complete up!” I additionally notion it was once a bit unrealistic. Nevertheless, this can be
an interesting tale with likable characters, and the survival strategies they hire are well-thought
out. I saved getting visions of the 1st episode of misplaced as I read. On that basis, I’m giving it
3 stars, with the subsequent request: Please Janice, let’s have a sequel to tie up all these
unfastened ends. it can make me happier and many different readers, too, Windswept Shores
I’m sure, and you’d have already got a head-start in your subsequent novel.
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